Egypt
and the Quest
for Democracy
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Egypt’s transition to democracy is teetering on a precipice. Political strife, increasing poverty and unemployment are adding
new trauma to a region already in turmoil.
OLGA YOLDI writes.
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Wickham in Foreign Affairs. “Each believes that its
worst suspicions of the other have been confirmed, and
that it has the manpower, resources and motivation to
continue the standoff for some time to come.”
Egyptians now fear a resurgence of violent Jihad.
They also fear that the crackdown on Islamists by the
military will widen to other dissidents that oppose
military rule.
So far violence and turmoil have continued, with
the government admitting to killing 36 Islamists in
custody and the militants killing 24 policemen in an
attack in the Sinai Peninsula, a lawless area now seen
as a growing threat.
The question is, will Egypt follow Syria into civil
war? Or will it follow the path of Algeria? Where a
coup prevented an Islamist electoral victory in 1992
and unleashed 10 years of fighting.
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ince President Mohamed Morsi was
overthrown in a military coup on July 3,
it has been downhill for Egypt, a country
now on the brink of a civil war. After
only one year in power, Morsi’s Muslim
Brotherhood is back where it started, if not worse. It
now is struggling to survive as a political force.
Last July, security forces under the leadership of
General Abdel Fattah al-Sisi attacked the Brotherhood with extreme brutality. Morsi and a large
number of high-ranking Brothers were detained, the
television and some of their offices were closed down
and the Brotherhood was suddenly cast in the role of
the enemy, a terrorist group, and a political force to be
excluded at all costs. The military on the other hand
cast themselves as the custodians of democracy and
political pluralism.
Those claims however, were soon shattered, following their violent crackdown in which the military
launched a combat-style operation to disperse demonstrators and riot police backed by armoured vehicles,
helicopters, bulldozers and snipers, swept through two
encampments of pro-Morsi demonstrators, unleashing
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violent street battles in Cairo and other cities, leaving
1,000 dead, 4,000 wounded and between 3,000 and
8,000 pro-Morsi supporters detained.
Such violence seemed senseless and totally unnecessary. The killings destroyed all hope for the democratic process, alienating secular Egyptians and the
international community.
The Muslim Brotherhood has now been decimated. An Egyptian judicial panel has recommended
its dissolution as a legally registered non-government
organisation. Their assets, money and buildings have
been confiscated, their leaders are either in prison or
on the run and Morsi will face charges for allegedly
inciting murder during his presidency.
But his supporters say they are not prepared to
go quietly and will fight until Morsi is reinstated.
However, the generals have appointed the leaders of a
new interim government, dictated an interim constitution and set a rushed timetable for elections.
“What makes the situation so fraught is that both
the Brotherhood and the military see themselves as
defending the democratic spirit of the uprising and
the interests of the nation,”wrote Carrie Rosefsky

he Muslim Brotherhood was founded in
1928 as an Islamist, political and social
movement. For decades it was the largest,
best organised and most disciplined
political opposition force, despite political repression by the regimes of Anwar al Sadat and
Hosni Mubarak.
The Brotherhood carried out social development
and education programs in the slums. At the time
religious organisations were among the only forums
in which people could organise themselves or participate actively in the lives of their communities. So
when Mubarak fell only Islamists had the social and
political infrastructure in place to mobilise supporters
effectively.
Sheri Burman wrote in Foreign Affairs that the
underdevelopment of other civil society and political
organisations meant that once the dictatorship disintegrated, there were few institutions capable of channelling, much less responding to popular grievances.
But once in government it was popular grievances
that caused the Brotherhood’s demise, particularly
Morsi’s Freedom and Justice Party’s lack of commitment to building an inclusive, pluralist, democratic
government. While he promised to serve as a president
for all Egyptians, he was accused of using his powers
for partisan gain. He appointed Islamists to strategic
positions in the bureaucracy, media and the judiciary,
giving them control of key government ministries.
He dismissed 17 provincial governors and replaced
some of them with Islamists. Morsi and his supporters justified such appointments by saying that they
needed to cleanse the state of beaurocrats linked to the
Mubarak regime.

But it was the economic problems that proved
most challenging. Analysts say that Morsi’s great
mistake was to ignore the economy focusing instead
on consolidating power and using cash injections from
neighbouring Arab countries to buy time.
Since the uprising, government revenue has been
decreasing and investment has dried up. According to
Foreign Affairs, the country’s foreign currency reserves
diminished from US$36 billion before the Arab
Spring uprising in 2011 to $16 billion in May 2013.
As a result, Egypt’s Standard & Poor’s long-term
credit rating was downgraded from B- to CCC+, and
the budget deficit reached more than 11 per cent of
GDP, up from 8.3 per cent before the uprising.
Increases in government expenditure were mostly
caused by salary increases to government workers and
the cost of subsidies (food $4 billion a year and fuel
$16 billion a year), which continued to be a drain on
state finances.
Egypt’s population has grown well beyond the
means of the state to support its needs. It imports
more than half of its wheat consumption. Even the
new government will struggle to secure sufficient
supplies of fuel and bread. According to Stratfor, a
strategic forecasting organisation, the government has
few options but to back off subsidies in the hope that
higher prices will help reduce consumption and therefore cut down on the net drain on state finances. But a
fear of political backlash stopped the Brotherhood and
previous governments from making reforms.
The Brotherhood and the IMF held discussions
about an assistance package. The IMF was willing
to release $4.8 billion in economic aid as long as the
government made the necessary economic reforms
that would help stabilise and grow the economy and
reassure investors. Instead, they relied on financial
support provided by Qatar, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and
even Libya. Together they provided more than $10
billion in aid with no strings attached. Economic analysts said that the unpredictability of such measures
discouraged investors and postponed the inevitable
fiscal consolidation that Egypt needed to stabilise and
grow its economy.
To make matters worse Morsi’s long-term economic recovery plan stalled. He blamed a combination
of government bureaucracy and internal conflicts. As
a result, unemployment grew from nine per cent to 13
per cent and the economy slowed to two per cent from
5.5 per cent.
Slow economic growth combined with rising
unemployment resulted in an increase in the black
economy which now accounts for one third of the
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working labour force, or eight million people. It also
resulted in an increase in the number of people living
below the poverty line, which has grown to 25 per cent
from 20 percent according to Egypt’s Statistics Agency.
At the same time, the security vacuum that had
persisted since the revolution was never addressed.
Since 2011 crime rates have skyrocketed. Egyptian
Government statistics indicate a 300 per cent rise in
homicides and a 12-fold increase in armed robberies.
The proliferation of small arms in Cairo and across
Egypt also did not help.
According to press reports, a flood of weapons
somehow made their way to Cairo streets and since then
the market for weapons has boomed. Many of the guns
for sale were ransacked from police departments during
the revolution. Others were smuggled across Egypt’s
borders from neighbouring countries. “Distrustful of
a police force known for being simultaneously abusive
and incompetent, and wary of an increasingly politicised judicial system that rarely delivers justice, many
Egyptians are administering law on their own terms,”
wrote Mara Revkin in Foreign Affairs.
Groups of vigilantes now guard the streets and the
Brotherhood outsourced its law enforcement functions
to private security companies which functioned as a
substitute for police. “These predatory groups operate
illicit fiefdoms of racketeering, trafficking and prostitution with total impunity, hiring thugs (and sometimes
children) to staff their private militias,” Revkin wrote.
According to Revkin, outside Cairo the problem is
even more severe, with gangs controlling entire sections
of major highways in Upper Egypt and Sinai.
Minority groups, particularly Coptic Christians,
were and continue to be most affected by the security
vacuum. The attacks on Coptic churches, businesses
and schools by Salafists and their supporters showed
the failure of the authorities to protect Egypt’s Coptic
Christians, the largest religious minority in the
country. According to Human Rights Watch, attackers torched and looted scores of churches and property
across the country. Security forces failed to intervene
and in many cases police stations refused to register
complaints. Hardly any arrests were made.
Now dozens of churches are ruined. Egyptian law
makes it difficult for Coptic Christians to rebuild and
repair them because official authorisation is denied.
The Brotherhood was also accused of wanting to
Islamise the state and society. While the Brotherhood
struggled to find a solution to the country’s economic
and security challengesit had no overarching vision.
With time it became clear to many Egyptians that it
lacked the experience to manage an extremely diffi58
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cult political and economic transition and demanded
Morsi’s ouster.
The Muslim Brotherhoodhad waited for 80 years
to seize the chance to reshape the country according to
their ideals, but unfortunately they could not root out
the economic and social legacies of previous regimes
and build a new order inclusive of all.
There is no doubt the new government will face
exactly the same problems, which are old and deeplyentrenched in the system and have persisted for
decades, so shifting the deckchairs may not solve the
crisis. The political and social situation may become
increasingly difficult with each passing year, leading to
further instability.

T

he Egyptian armed forces are seen as
being too big, too powerful and too influential. They are the largest in Africa and
the Middle East and the 10th most powerful in the world. Their lack of accountability and sense of entitlement has posed problems
for a long time. They enjoy privileges, resources and
powers they should not have. After all, this is an army
that has not been in combat for decades and faces no
significant threat from external enemies. However, it
has intervened in internal politics twice in three years
and it is highly likely this coup will not be Egypt’s last.
The military also controls about one third of
Egypt’s economy. According to press reports, the military’s economic and financial interests have penetrated
deeply into every aspect of the political and social
systems.“The military has become the main employer,
a dominant shareholder and an owner of an enormous
network of investments in everything ranging from the
tourism industry, to Egypt Air, to construction companies and so on,” said Professor of Law at UCLA,
Khaled Abou El Fadl, to the ABC.
According to El Fadl, the military’s economic
interests had been threatened by the Brotherhood
when it entered into agreements with Turkey, China
and India. This caused anger among the ranks of the
wealthy generals which may have triggered the coup.
Media reports said that Morsi nominated al-Sisi as
Minister of Defence, replacing Gen Mohamed Hussein
Tantawi, former minister of defence under President
Mubarak. However, according to Khaled Fahin, Professor of History at the American University in Cairo,
it was through an internal military coup that al-Sisi
secured his post from Tantawi and Morsi was left with
no choice but to accept him. It is possible however that
Morsi did not see al-Sisi as a threat as he is perceived
as being patriotic and above all a devoted Muslim who

and the only source of legitimacy is the integrity and
frequently quotes the Quran in conversations.
sanctity of the democratic process. The integrity of the
Little is known about al-Sisi or his plans for
political process must be defended above all,” he writes.
Egypt. All that is known is that he studied in the UK,
and at a US Army College for a Master’s degree. He
According to El Fadl, the military coup, even if it
wrote a paper titled Democracy in the Middle East
came in response to widespread grievances, is a fatal
in which he argued that the reliblow to the Egyptian revolution
gious nature of the region needed
because it reaffirms the politics of
to be reflected in new democratic
the old guardians of Egypt.“The
“Sovereignty
systems there. In this paper, al-Sisi
tragedy is that Egypt has returned
complained that governments tend
to the politics of the worse authorbelongs to the
towards secular rule, excluding
itarian periods in the Arab world.”
citizens and the
large segments of the population
Indeed, according to humanonly source of
who believe religion should not
rights groups, the political prisons
be excluded from government.
are now holding populations
legitimacy is
He wrote that “democracy in the
larger than they ever held during
the integrity
Middle East may bear little resemthe Mubarak regime and security
and sanctity of
blance to a Western democracy”
forces are torturing and killing
the democratic
without any restraint.
and warned that “ideally the legisWhile the scale of atrocities
lative executive and judicial bodies
process”.
committed by the military grows,
should all take Islamic beliefs into
they are justified as necessary to
consideration when carrying out
Khalid Abou El Fadl
achieve national unity and political
their duties”. What he proposed
stability and save the country from
was a tripartite government but
only if the executive, legislative
the threat of Islamism and the war
and judicial branches were all
on terrorism.
sufficiently Islamic, otherwise there must be an indeMany segments of society including intellectupendent religious branch of government.
als have been silenced. Even the very revolutionaries
In his role as defence minister, he made some
that were once driven to the streets to protest against
attempts to modernise the army, removing older offichuman-rights violations are no longer demanding
ers who had been allied to Mubarak and warning
justice and freedom.
against the military’s involvement
According to press reports,
in politics.
human-rights groups are now
Newsweek correspondent Mike
being targeted by the military,
Giglio wrote that al-Sisi began to
and also by some sectors of the
The military’s
behave in public as a player indepublicand media. “Activists are
economic and
pendent from Morsi’s government.
now seen as traitors, foreign agents
financial interests
According to him, the general
or naïve trouble makers,” writes
called a meeting for talks among
director of Freedom House Egypt,
have penetrated
opposition groups and military
Nancy Okail. According to Okail,
deeply into every
intelligence officers, and began
any criticism of the military govaspect of the
to communicate secretly through
ernment is now met with accusaintermediaries with those who
tions that human-rights groups are
political and social
wanted to force Morsi out of office.
the ones contributing to instability
systems.
There is no doubt that al-Sisi
and dragging Egypt into a Syriatook advantage of a revolutionary
like war.
mood against Morsi as expressed
“Unlike previous crackdowns
by the Tamarod movement that
however, the current attack on civil
called for a change in government, and ousted a
society is drawing strong backing from the Egyptian
President who had been democratically elected by the
public,”Okail writes. “In this context the promotion
people in free and fair elections.
of political freedom and human rights is deemed a
Khalid Abou El Fadl defines the coup as the colsecondary priority.”
lapse of legitimacy. “Sovereignty belongs to the citizens
Al-Sisi remains defence minister, but no one is in
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any doubt where the power lies. The military’s hastily
politics and the withdrawal of the military from the
conceived plan is unclear on key issues. Media reports
political stage. Then all main political actors would
say that it was written in secret, much of the language
have to commit to resolving their differences through
is vague and concepts like protection of civil rights
the political process. But a profound culture of distrust
are ignored.
between various groups will make negotiation and
The plan grants new powers to the military that will
compromise difficult.
not only preserve its financial freedom but would also
If the Muslim Brotherhood refuses to participate, it
allow it to nominate its own defence ministers –effecwill make it difficult for a new government to succeed,
tively setting the ministry apart from elected officials.
because it will create a political system as exclusionary
On the other hand the timetable for amending the
and as vulnerable to disruption as that of Morsi’s. Vioconstitution, putting it to a referendum and holding
lence has made the Brotherhood’s reintegration into
new elections seems too short to allow for discussion
the political system almost impossible. Besides, Morsi
and consensus-building among the different parties
is not in a position to run for anything, being detained,
and factions. Unfortunately it will be put in place in
incommunicado and the subject of a criminal invesan extremely tense atmosphere which will be anything
tigation. Secular liberals say returning the Brotherbut conducive to success, so it is hard to imagine elechood to power would pose a different kind of threat
tions taking place in these conditions.
to democracy. There is pressure for secular liberals to
There is now growing speculation that al-Sisi will
play a more important role this time by organising
emerge as the next leader of the
themselves into an effective politicountry. He has acquired a cult folcal force.
lowing. A movement to nominate
The new government should
Human-rights
him as the next president appears
revive the economy by undertaking
to be gaining pace. This is a develrapid economic adjustments. The
groups are now
opment that reflects a desperate
cost of delaying reforms will have
being targeted
yearning for peace, stability and
a dire effect on the economy and
by the military,
order.
will only increase unemployment
and also by some
A campaign known as “Comand poverty.
plete your Favour” is gathering
One of the driving factors in
sectors of the
signatures from millions of people
the instability is the continuous
public and media.
to demand al-Sisi runs for presieconomic crisis sparked by the
dent. They say that Egypt needs a
revolution. According to a recent
strong leader, someone capable of
Pew Research Centre poll, Egypinspiring the people and reviving
tian protesters were not interested
national ambitions. Such a leader will need to lift the
in elections and freedom of speech but in a stronger
country and restore peace and stability. It is ironic that
economy, a more robust judiciary and improved law
if al-Sisi were to become president it would facilitate a
and order.
comeback of the very regime they rebelled against.
Egypt needs the discipline as well as the technical
So far al-Sisi has not made any public announcesupport of the IMF. What has been recommended is
ment for or against and mostly has kept quiet. So it
a smart budget-rebalancing that would cut the subsiis hard to know what his real plans for Egypt are. As
dies, add more to the social safety net for the poor and
Khaled El Fadl puts it “For the time being, al-Sisi is
reduce the fiscal deficit.
blissfully untroubled by the unlawful closing of media
The international community has an important role
outlets, the mass arrests and even the murder of hunto play in restoring stability and a return to democracy
dreds of pro-Morsi advocates and by his own monopin Egypt. So far there has been an unwillingness to
olisation of legislative executive powers deposited in
intervene as the focus of attention continues to be
him by the military.”
the Syrian war. It is important that the West defines
clearly what their goals for Egypt actually are.
he prospects for a democratic transition
While the US has in Egypt an important ally, conat this stage are rather dim. If Egypt does
trolling the critical Suez Canal and allowing the US to
have any elections soon they will be a
use its airspace, President Obama has announced the
sham. Real democracy won’t be achieved
suspension of aid. He said the US will withhold miliwithout the demilitarisation of Egypt’s
tary aid in the form of tanks, helicopters and fighter
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jets, as well as aid funds for education and health,
pending credible progress towards an inclusive, democratically elected civilian government through fair and
free elections. However this won’t force a change of
heart, as Qatar and Saudi Arabia will probably be most
willing to fill the gap.
While restoring stability and security is a key
goal for the international community, this will not be
achieved through cuts in aid or sanctions, but through
efforts to promote democracy. Currently this may
be unrealistic in a country with weak institutions, a
repressive regime and a vulnerable civil society.
So at this stage the restoration of stability should
be the highest priority.
A long period of continuous violence is the most
dangerous scenario for Egyptians as well as for the
international community since this would certainly
provide an ideal breeding ground for terrorism. The
emphasis needs to be placed on the protection of

human rights and the restoration of a legitimate government. Even these goals may be hard to achieve.
“Clean government and a return to economic
growth could restore some legitimacy to the political system,” writes Gideon Rahman in the Financial
Times. “If order and economic growth return there is
a chance that the kind of civil society institutions that
are necessary for a democracy to survive and flourish –
independent courts, a free media, better schools – can
take root in the country.”
Continuous disengagement on the other hand will
be disastrous for civil society and Egypt’s crisis will
only deepen.
While it is true that Egypt is not yet suffering from
the violence and instability of Syria the risk is growing
by the day. The lessons of that country should certainly
serve to prompt participants to take stock of what is
happening and to step back from the precipice.
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